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Some rectifications hould be made concerning symmetric linear perturbations. 
In Definition 3.6(iii) the condition that if n = m + 1 then q,,, ~ 0 is unnecessary and should 
be left out. Under the new conditions Theorem 3.7 remains valid and the proof only needs little 
modification. 
In all the subsections of Section 4, "quasi-definite moment functional" should be replaced by 
"positive-definite moment functional". Heading for Section 4.3 is incorrect and should be replaced 
by the more interesting: 
4.3. Even and odd orthogonal polynomials with a symmetric perturbation 
Let {Pn(x)},~ 0 be a system of orthogonal polynomials relative to a positive-definite moment 
functional o, such that Pzk(X) is an even function and Pz~+l(x) is an odd function for all k = 
O, 1,2,... and let these polynomials satisfy a differential equation of the form (12). Let 4~ be a 
symmetric bilinear form of Sobolev type defined by 
~p(p, q) = (tr, pq) + # [p{O(-c)q{O(-c) + p(')(c)q{°(c)] , 
where # > 0 and c are real constants, p(t)(x) = dlp(x)/dxt, lE {0, 1,2,...}, and p and q are any 
polynomials. Let P(J)(c)~ 0 for all n>~l. For all n>>.l we have P~)(-c)  = (-1)"-ZP~)(c). The 
p oo 
corresponding orthogonal polynomials {P,(x)},= 0 can be written as (13) with 
o. x) : ( ( -1  ,,.-,x,'.',,c._,, + 
_<,,(c) Kn':, *%-1 ~x, - c )  + (o l) 
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For O<~n<<.l, clearly Q.(x) = O. For n > k >~l 
and 
l (I) 2P(~ )(c)P k (c) 
q.,k = (~r,P~(x)) ¢ 0 if n - k is even, 
0 i fn -k  is odd, 
1 "~n--lv(l,l)," q... = ( - .  j t~._i t c , - c )  + K~tJ,)(c,c). 
(37) 
/A O0 It easily follows from (37) and (38) that {Pn(x)}.=0 is a symmetric linear perturbation of the class 
l of {P.(x)}.~ 0 (in the new definition, since ql+~,l+l = 0) and in a similar way as in the preceding 
cases we can show that (29) and (30) are satisfied. 
The first line of Section 5 "In the papers [4-6, 8, 11]..." can be replaced by "In the papers [4-6, 
8, 10, 11]...". 
(38) 
